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What happens next after the failure to repeal and replace the ACA?
How should providers approach strategy in the changing healthcare environment?
What are the most important things hospitals and systems should do to address challenges facing the healthcare industry in a period of change, from an operational perspective?
What should hospitals and systems do as it relates to physician networks?
What other pressing areas should hospitals and systems look at to strengthen performance?
Any specific insights on strategy and planning for Academic Medical Centers?
How should hospitals and systems approach capital expenditures? Acquisitions?
Where do we go from here?
Hear More at the Becker’s 8th Annual Meeting
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Join Us in May for Part II of our Healthcare Reform Webinar Series

➢ Hear the most interesting insights and takeaways from Governor Jeb Bush and healthcare executives from their panel at the Becker’s Annual Meeting

➢ Find out what hospitals and systems are putting into practice today to strengthen performance in a changing healthcare environment

Coming May 2017
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